Abstract. We describe the equivariant cobordism classification of smooth actions (M m , Φ) of the group G = Z 2 2 , considered as the group generated by two commuting involutions, on closed smooth m-dimensional manifolds M m , for which the fixed point set of the action is a connected manifold of dimension n and m = 4n − 1 or 4n − 2. For m ≥ 4n, the classification is known.
Introduction
In [7] , R. E. Stong determined all possible equivariant cobordism classes of smooth involutions T : M → M , defined on closed smooth m-dimensional manifolds M , for which the fixed point set F has dimension n and m = 2n − 1; specifically, he showed that any such involution pair (M, T ) is equivariantly cobordant to a union of involutions of the following two types: i) Let π : N → S 1 be a smooth fibering, where N is a closed n-dimensional manifold and S 1 is the 1-sphere, and let M 1 = {(x, y) ∈ N × N / π(x) = π(y)}, with involution T 1 (x, y) = (y, x).
ii) Let P and Q be closed manifolds with dimensions p and q, respectively, where p + q = n − 1, and let M 2 (P, Q) = In general, for a given (M, T ), several summands of the second type, with different p values, may be needed; every such union of involutions is equivariantly cobordant to an involution with (n-dimensional) connected fixed set.
Note. The equivariant cobordism classification for dim(F ) = n and dim(M ) ≥ 2n was obtained in [1] .
The purpose of this note is to extend the above result for Z 2 2 -actions; here, G = Z 2 2 is understood as the group generated by two commuting involutions T 1 , T 2 . Specifically, we determine all possible equivariant cobordism classes of G-actions (M, Φ), Φ = (T 1 , T 2 ), for which F Φ is connected, dim(F Φ ) = n and dim(M ) = 4n−1 or 4n−2; here, F Φ is the fixed point set of Φ, that is, F Φ = {x ∈ M / T i (x) = x, i = 1, 2}. We remark that, for dim(M ) ≥ 4n, this type of classification was established in [3] . To state the results, we need to describe certain G-actions (M, Φ) with F Φ connected and n-dimensional, and with dim(M ) = 4n−1 and 4n−2. Set
given a G-action (M, Φ), the fixed data of Φ is (F Φ ; ε 1 , ε 2 , ε 3 ), a closed manifold (the fixed set F Φ ) and a list of three vector bundles, ε 1 , ε 2 and ε 3 , where ε i is the normal bundle of F Φ in F T i , i = 1, 2, 3. If (F ; ε 1 , ε 2 , ε 3 ) is the fixed data of some G-action, then the same is true for (F ; ε i , ε j , ε k ), where (i, j, k) is any permutation of (1, 2, 3); this is realized by new G-actions obtained from permutations of (T 1 , T 2 , T 3 ). Denote by R → X the trivial one-dimensional vector bundle over any base space X and by τ (F ) → F the tangent bundle of F , where F is a manifold. In order to obtain the above-mentioned G-actions, the crucial point is the following section theorem of [4] :
as fixed data. This will be combined with the following construction: from an involution (W, T ), we can form the G-action
with m = 4n − 1: let F n be a connected and closed ndimensional manifold such that τ (F n ) is cobordant, as a bundle, to a vector bundle µ n → F n that has a section, that is, there exists an
, one knows that there is an involution (W, T ), equivariantly cobordant to the twist involution on F n × F n , with fixed set F n and with µ n being the normal bundle of
, and from [4] one can remove one section; that is, there exists a G-action
. Evidently, this includes the case in which τ (F n ) has itself a section; for example, when F n is any closed manifold with n odd. In this case, these actions are obtained by removing one section from the fixed data of the action (
we describe two types of such actions. First, take F n as in A), and suppose that also ν n−1 has a section,
, where (W, T ) is any involution with dim(W ) = 2n − 1 and with F T connected and n-dimensional, that is, equivariantly cobordant to the ones described by Stong. This includes the case where, taking F n as in A), we remove two sections to get a G-action with fixed data (F n ; τ (F n ), ν n−1 , ν n−1 ). The desired classification is given by the following. Note. For involutions, the connectedness of the fixed point set is redundant, since any involution is equivariantly cobordant to an involution with the property that the p-dimensional part of the fixed set is connected. However, this is not true for Z 2 2 -actions, since in this case the fixed data over different components of the p-dimensional part of the fixed set may have different lists of dimensions.
Proofs of the results
In order to prove the stated result, we need some preliminaries about G-actions.
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Now consider an n-dimensional vector bundle ε → F , where F is a connected, closed and n-dimensional manifold, and let RP (ε) → F be the real projective space bundle associated to ε. Denote by λ → RP (ε) the line bundle of the double cover S(ε) → RP (ε), S(ε) the sphere bundle of ε. Suppose that µ and ν are two additional vector bundles over F , with dim(µ) = p, dim(ν) = q and p ≥ q. The crucial point of the argument to be used is the following.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that the list (RP (ε); λ, µ ⊕ (ν ⊗ λ)) bounds as an element of N 2n−1 (BO(1) × BO(p + q)). Then the list (F ; ε, µ, ν) is simultaneously cobordant to the list (F ; ε, ν ⊕ (p − q)R, ν).
Here, (p − q)R means the Whitney sum of p − q copies of R, and the bundles µ and ν are considered over RP (ε) via pullbacks by the projection. 
Proof. One lets W (F
Because the list (RP (ε); λ, µ ⊕ (ν ⊗ λ)) is a simultaneous boundary, any class of dimension 2n − 1 given by a product of classes w i (RP (ε)), c, w j (µ ⊕ (ν ⊗ λ)), evaluated on the fundamental homology class [RP (ε)], gives a zero characteristic number.
For any r, one lets
That is, (RP (ε) ), c, w j (µ ⊕ (ν ⊗ λ)); hence they can be used to give characteristic numbers. Also, for these classes, one has the following special properties (see [5] 
The classes W [r] t and V [r] l are polynomials in w i
Since X has dimension 2n − 1, it gives the zero characteristic number X[RP (ε)]. From the properties listed above, one has
|ω| + terms with smaller c powers,
|ω | + terms with smaller c powers,
|β| + terms with smaller c powers, It follows that X has the form
.c n−1 + terms with smaller c powers.
Now if a term of dimension 2n − 1 involves a power of c less than n − 1, it necessarily has a factor of dimension greater than n coming from the cohomology of F , which is zero. Also one knows that
and thus
This says that any class u r in a characteristic number of (F ; ε, µ, ν) can be replaced by θ r without changing the value of the characteristic number. In particular, if q < r ≤ p, the class u r can be replaced by the zero class, and thus (F ; ε, µ, ν) and (F ; ε, ν ⊕ (p − q)R, ν) have the same characteristic numbers, which gives the result.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Now we prove the result. Let (F Φ ; ε 1 , ε 2 , ε 3 ) denote the fixed data of the Gaction (M m , Φ). If some ε i has dimension greater than n, then part a) of Lemma 2.1, used up to permutation, says that (F Φ ; ε 1 , ε 2 , ε 3 ) bounds simultaneously, and thus (M m , Φ) bounds equivariantly. Therefore we can suppose that dim(ε i ) ≤ n for i = 1, 2, 3. By making permutations if necessary, we can suppose that (dim(ε 1 ), dim(ε 2 ), dim(ε 3 )) then is (n, n, n−1) if m = 4n−1, and either (n, n, n−2) or (n, n − 1, n − 1) if m = 4n − 2. In the case (n, n, n − 1) (resp. (n, n, n − 2)), Lemma 2.3 says that (M m , Φ) is equivariantly cobordant to an action obtained by removing one section (resp. two sections) from the third bundle of the fixed data of the action Γ(W, T ), where (W, T ) is an involution with fixed set and normal bundle ε 3 ⊕ R → F Φ (ε 3 ⊕ 2R → F Φ ). Since dim(F Φ ) = n and dim(W ) = 2n, one has from [1] that (W, T ) is equivariantly cobordant to (F Φ × F Φ , twist), and thus ε 3 ⊕ R → F Φ (resp. ε 3 ⊕ 2R → F Φ ) is cobordant to τ (F Φ ). This means that (M m , Φ) is equivariantly cobordant to an action of type A (resp. of type B). In the case (n, n − 1, n − 1), Lemma 2.3 says that (M m , Φ) is equivariantly cobordant to the action Γ(W, T ), where (W, T ) is an involution with fixed set and normal bundle ε 3 → F Φ . Since dim(F Φ ) = n and dim(W ) = 2n − 1, (W, T ) is of the Stong type, and thus (M m , Φ) is equivariantly cobordant to an action of type B. This ends the proof.
